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Image: Competitors in the 2015 Military Inter Service Road Race Championships. The lead cylist is a member of the RAF, Army cyclists are in the background.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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Cover images: The first of the UK’s F-35B Lightning II jets to be flown to the UK. A member of The Mountain Rescue Team (RAF Leeming) in the Cairngorms
Mountain range, Scotland. A special formation of Chinooks from 18 & 27 Sqn, (accompanied by an AAC Lynx) part of their 100th anniversary celebrations.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

There can be no higher priority than ensuring we have the people we need. By focussing
relentlessly on our strategic workforce challenges, we will harness the full potential of our
people and ensure that we retain and recruit the right people with the skills we need, both now
and in the future. Our people work across Defence, but at every point they must continue to
feel fully part of the Royal Air Force.”
The Royal Air Force Strategy 2017

“Commitment works in 2 ways. For individuals, it means a wholehearted dedication to serve
wherever and whenever required, whatever the discomfort or dangers, and to do their best at
all times.
In return, the Royal Air Force has a commitment of duty of care to its people and for the
welfare of their families. At the highest level of command, members of the Air Force Board are
committed to: ensuring that we are properly prepared for operations; ensuring that the Royal
Air Force has sufficient trained people to meet its commitments; working to provide sufficient/
decent standard of accommodation, high standards of health and welfare care and effective
terms and conditions of service; and managing people’s careers and professional/personal
development fairly whilst balancing the needs of the Service with individuals’ aspirations.”
Ethos, Core Values and Standards Air Publication 1
2nd Edition
Revised Jan 08
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Annual Report
ROLE
The role of the RAF Families Federation is to provide an independent voice for all RAF Service personnel
– Regular and Reserve, married, single or in a partnership - and their families. Our evidence is presented
to RAF and MoD staffs, as well as ministers across government in order to provide a snapshot of current
issues and to help support the delivery of future policies. The Federation provides a signposting service
for those who need advice and guidance with a problem or query and we work closely with RAF HQ
Air Community Support Staff, the MoD, organisations such as the RAF Association, RAF Benevolent
Fund, SSAFA, Other Government Departments (OGD), NHS, private companies and, especially, with
local authorities in support of the AF Covenant.

OVERVIEW
This report covers the period Jan – Dec 16 and summarises our activities during the year, the issues we
have heard about and our intent for 2017.
During 2016, we found many of our people to be less accepting and more frustrated with the issues that
concern them most. We have sensed a real and palpable weariness of perceived ‘more jam tomorrow’
policies and decisions, coupled with a demand for honesty and tangible improvement. However, in
meeting the Defence People Vision of sufficient, capable and motivated people and, despite these
issues, our personnel and their families remain resilient, pragmatic and dedicated: When we ask people
if they are enjoying life in the RAF, a consistent 75 – 80% respond positively.
The issues we heard most about in 2016 were:
•
•
•
•
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Accommodation
Manpower availability versus Operational Tempo
Childcare and its impact
Pay
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Accommodation
Sadly, Accommodation remains by far the number one issue reported to the RAF Families Federation:
CarillionAmey performance has been so poor that the company’s reputation with our people is severely
damaged – culminating in a savaging from the Public Accounts Committee. Despite statistics showing
recent improvement, the ‘lived experience’ of far too many SFA occupants remained poor throughout
much of 2016, causing stress and frustration that, for some families, was the final straw. Our people
are genuinely angry about the current provision and unsurprisingly feel unprotected and ill-treated –
by both the company and by DIO. We do not believe that elements of the current contract are fit for
purpose in some respects, and the DIO and MoD need to ensure that lessons learned are applied to the
new contract in whatever form that takes.
The revised Combined Accommodation Assessment Scheme (CAAS) was introduced for SFA in April
16 and, whilst there have been glitches with grading, the main complaint has concerned the wholly
inappropriate decision to implement charge increases for the vast majority of occupants at a time of
appalling contract performance by CarillionAmey. This has exacerbated the sense of anger around the
whole accommodation offer and the feeling of many that increases in charges are not being matched
equitably by tangible improvements in quality and service.
There is increasing nervousness about the Future Accommodation Model (FAM), which has the potential
to change radically the way that accommodation is provided in the future. Our people are worried too
about the potential impact of FAM on other aspects of Service life, ranging from welfare support to the
loss of ‘patch life’. FAM is presented as offering greater freedom of choice and more flexibility about
how people choose to live but the current system is both unaffordable and unsustainable and FAM
therefore represents an opportunity to cut costs as well. Until more detail is provided to our people
about the likely options, the space is being filled with rumour that SFA will become largely unavailable
and that quality will fall and prices rise, whichever option is selected.
Many of the issues apply also to personnel in SLA: Quality still remains patchy and the divisive lottery
of grade 4 and grade 1 accommodation allocated on the same unit is not uncommon.
Similarly, we have heard more in the last 12 months than ever before about issues with infrastructure on
units in poor condition: Leaking roofs, no heating for months at a time, broken facilities left unrepaired
and poorly maintained - such as gymnasiums and clubs - have all eroded (for many) a real sense of feeling
valued. Importantly, new recruits - well-qualified, intelligent young people with high expectations of a
technically sophisticated Air Force - have been especially quick to express surprise and disappointment.
As one young aircraft technician offered: “5th generation aircraft, 5th generation technical areas but 1st
generation barrack blocks”.
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Tempo
For many RAF personnel the realities of our Whole Force and the change from ‘Large Scale’ operations to
a more frequent, fast paced and potentially ‘bare base’ Operational Contingent requirement has meant,
for some personnel, unprecedented DWR turnarounds, the requirement for an increase of PDT (and
subsequent nights out of bed) and more time away from families. This high end tempo of deployment
and training for some squadron personnel and force elements is unrelenting, impacting both on those
that remain fully deployable and those having to fill the gaps created at the home base. The vast majority
of families understand that this “goes with the job” and they continue to display great resilience in “just
getting on with it”. But a common complaint from families is the short notice sometimes being given of
a deployment and the concomitant impact on spouse employment, childcare and family life in general.
This, together with the unrelenting tempo and, coupled with the disillusionment described above with
elements of the overall offer, may create real issues in the future for retention and resilience, if not
addressed.

Childcare
The need, cost and availability of childcare is becoming a real burden on the diverse range of RAF
families who need to access it – or indeed who cannot afford to access it. Whilst acknowledging that this
is an issue that affects many civilian families as well, we are nevertheless concerned about the wildly
varying costs around the country and the growing strain it is placing on those that need childcare in
order to meet their operational Service commitments. The RAF and MoD should not underestimate the
impact this complicated and emotive issue is having and we welcome the work being done at HQ Air
Community Support, the inclusion of childcare as an issue to be addressed as part of the MoD Family
Strategy and the intent to (at long last) produce a MoD childcare policy. We believe firmly that there
exists a direct link between affordable childcare and current retention, career management, future
engagement strategies and spousal employment concerns.

Pay
Public Sector pay restraint continues to cause resigned resentment, and seems to many of our personnel
to be ‘out of sync’ with perceived improvements in private sector pay and opportunities. Whilst
acknowledging that there a significant difference between saying you are going to leave the Service
and actually leaving, we have nevertheless been struck by the numbers telling us they are thinking
about it, especially amongst some engineering trades. Personnel are very quick to compare themselves
with their civilian counterparts - often quoting the benefits on some stations of quite literally crossing
the hangar floor to the civilian maintenance company. Finally, the new pension may be the best in the
public sector but it is still a major factor in many people’s decision-making about their longer term
future in the Service.
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SUMMARY
All of these issues will come as no surprise but they continue to place pressure on the feeling of being
valued and the morale of RAF personnel and their families. The principal reason still given for leaving
the Service is the impact of Service life on the family, rather than the impact on the Service person
themselves. Many officers, airmen and airwomen have told us that they relish all that Service life
demands from them. However, when it constantly impacts adversely on children, spouses and partners
and the work/life balance, it is often seen as stretching the moral contract that they feel exists between
the Service and themselves. Increasingly, our subjective assessment would be that family morale is not
as good as it is amongst serving RAF personnel: One RAF wife described herself to us as “feeling bruised
by the system”, a description we think many other spouses and partners would recognise.
With so many People initiatives underway and the inherent substantial change to the RAF and
military offer, together with the backdrop of increasing air power commitments across an increasingly
unpredictable world, maintaining morale and the provision of effective support to RAF personnel and
their families across the Whole Force has never been more important.
Our own assessment continues the themes we identified last year: At all levels of the Service, the
uncertainty currently being experienced means that more RAF personnel and their families are thinking
earlier and more seriously about their long term commitment to the Service. That does not mean they
are all about to leave but it does show that our multi-generational Whole Force is less prepared to
commit “for life” and will move on more readily than perhaps in the past, providing challenges for
those charged with retaining the right people to provide the right capability. This behaviour could well
reflect our wider society’s attitude to, and expectations of, careers and work/life balance but we note
the responses to one of the questions in AFCAS 2016, where 93% of respondents felt they had met their
commitment to the RAF over the year but only 44% felt the RAF had met its commitment to them.

Image: Part of the Red Arrows display tem flying over China. RAF Photographer.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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SUMMARY OF WHAT WE DID IN 2016
During 2016, we achieved the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
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Visited 28 Units to listen to RAF personnel and their families
Conducted surveys on:
New Pay Model
Childcare
RAuxAF
Quality of Life
Living-In personnel – currently running
Licence to Occupy SFA Insurance
Future Accommodation Model
Families Transition – currently running
Received over 9000 responses and increased the survey response rate by 70% over 2015.
Increased Social Media contacts by 13% (Facebook) and 28% (Twitter).
Increased the number of visits to our website by 14% over 2015.
HMG took our Observations on the 2015 AF Covenant and used them as a basis for the pan-Govt
Covenant Agenda.
Contributed to the MOD Families Strategy.
Contributed to emerging MOD Childcare policy.
Input RAF families’ views on potential FAM options.
Input to MoD Covenant Team on Covenant issues and development.
Supported and advised Local Authority and unit bids for Covenant funding and Libor grants.
Briefed AFPRB using evidence from RAF personnel and families to support our arguments.
Represented the views and issues of RAF personnel and families to:
Chief of the Air Staff
Air Member for Personnel & Capability
Minister for Defence Veterans, Reserves & Personnel
Chief of Defence People and staff
House of Commons Defence Committee
Public Accounts Committee (On CarillionAmey performance)
Covenant Reference Group
Regional AF Covenant Partnership Boards
Armed Forces Pension Board
Forces Pension Society
Briefed regularly:
Future Commanders’ Study Period (FCSP)
Airmen’s Command School
RAF Community Support Course
Various AF Covenant conferences throughout the year
Bid for and awarded FiMT funding to find out more about families’ transition to civilian life;
identifying issues and recommending improvements.
Bid for and awarded Libor funding to identify issues and support needs for RAF dispersed families,
in light of emerging FAM options.
Supported RAFA and RAFBF Welfare Committees with advice on emerging issues and trends.
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ISSUES & EVIDENCE CAPTURED
Accommodation
Of the issues received, 60%% related to accommodation. The problems are well known and many will be
aware of the extensive liaison we undertake with HQ Air CS, MoD, DIO and CarillionAmey to share those
issues, propose solutions and generally assist in attempts to raise the performance bar. Significant issues
reported to us in 2016 were largely unchanged from previous years and included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor Communications with occupants.
New Works /Additional Works poor performance.
Missed Appointments.
Failed Move-in standards - SFA
Routine Maintenance Issues/Delivery Staff - Customer Service.
Special Needs Adaptations.
Health and Safety issues within SFA/SSFA.
SFA energy efficiency.
Complaints Process.
Policy on Entitlement to SFA.
Policy on SFA retention (education and welfare).

Personnel Issues
Examples of the personnel issues received included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

TACOS queries.
Recoveries from pay – often related to SFA Charges.
Overseas and single personnel Allowances Issues.
JPAC decision making.
Divorced personnel with limited child custody rights.
Payment of Gratuity/Pension. Move to 30 working days from 30 calendar days.

Education
The predominant issues concern personnel with difficulties finding available places at the school(s) of
their choice. We are finding that the AF Covenant is proving more and more effective at resolving these
types of issues, although more recently we have heard from a few local authorities who do not accept the
families’ contention that this is a Covenant issue. We continue to provide evidence and support to assist
in changing this view, working with DCYP and DfE. Other issues related to education that people came to
us with included:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to Higher Education and disparities in university fees in the Devolved Regions.
Use of Service Pupil Premium by schools.
Boarding School Issues (CEA) for families.
Disparity between UK and overseas education systems.
Special Education Needs.

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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ISSUES & EVIDENCE CAPTURED (continued)
Childcare
We ran another childcare survey in 2016 and received nearly 1500 responses. Our report was briefed to
SofS, and was instrumental in getting the topic included in both the MoD Families Strategy Action Plan
and informing the DCYP draft MoD Childcare Policy. Issues we heard about included:
•
•
•
•

Access to childcare facilities, especially at remote locations and overseas.
Cost of Childcare, especially the considerable disparity in costs by region.
Variations in provision and cost within the Devolved regions.
Variable governance arrangements and costs for childcare providers on bases.

Financial/Commercial Services
We worked extensively with the MoD Covenant team, with DRM and with individual companies on the
reported disadvantages some RAF personnel experience with the provision of commercial services due
to service in the RAF, especially as a result of overseas assignments. These included issues with obtaining
mortgages, with insurance, qualifying periods for benefits, spouse employment and with mobile phone
contracts. Collectively with the MoD Covenant Team and our colleague Federations, we have made
considerable progress to remove disadvantage wherever possible. People coming to us with a problem
now tend to be those who have not heard of the AF Covenant and are therefore unaware of how it can
support them.

Medical/Dental
Again, much has been done through the AF Covenant to overcome many of the disadvantages experienced
by RAF families. We work closely with the Dept for Health, the NHS and organisations like NHS England
to help them develop policy and process changes and to develop training/awareness packages for their
staff. However, we continue to hear from families who remain disadvantaged on issues related to, for
example, dental care, continuity of care/treatment on posting of the SP and eligibility for IVF treatment.

10
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS AND BRIEFINGS/PRESENTATIONS
The following chart summarises the total number of Courses/events attended where FF staff presented
or met with Service Personnel and their families:
Graduation
ACS
Ceremonies Briefings

IOT
Fresher’s
Evenings

FCSP/
SEPS

Families
CS
Station Covenant
Days
Courses Visits Meetings

Other
Meetings

Jan

2

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

4

Feb

1

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

2

Mar

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

7

Apr

1

0

1

1

0

0

2

6

7

May

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

Jun

0

2

1

1

4

0

2

5

7

Jul

0

2

0

0

7

1

2

0

7

Aug

0

1

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

Sep

1

2

1

1

1

0

4

5

5

Oct

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

4

4

Nov

2

2

1

0

0

0

1

6

11

Dec

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Totals

14

14

5

6

16

3

17

32

60

Contact with Reserves
We engaged with all 27 RAuxAF Sqn’s in 2016. In addition, we attended the ‘Support for Reservist Families’
meeting at the MoD in January, and had subsequent telephone conference meetings with the team. We
attended the DRM ‘Partnering with Defence’ Conference in London, met with Employer Engagement
Team at the MoD in July and ran a survey for RAuxAF personnel, which achieved over 400 responses –
14% of the force. As with 2015, getting face to face has with Reservist personnel and, especially, their
families in 2016 once again proved difficult. However, we met with a group of Reservist families at RAF
Wittering during the year and our Reserves facebook group continues to grow slowly. We continue to
advertise our existence to the Reserves community, promote ourselves to them as widely as possible and
constantly look for new ways to engage with more of them.

Contact with Single Personnel
We continue to “market” ourselves as being there for all RAF personnel and their families, including
single personnel. We have not been inundated with “single-specific” issues but we are starting to hear
more often from single personnel. Our survey for those living-in, either permanently or just during the
week, had a slow start but has gained considerable traction more recently and we hope for a response
rate of around 20% of those eligible to participate. The outcomes will be reported in Feb 17.
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SUMMARY OF REPORTS COMPLETED
During 2016, we employed a mixture of survey styles – some short, sharp surveys on quite specific
issues, mixed up with larger surveys on more general topics. We found this approach worked well and
is something that we will continue to use and develop. We also spent more time than previously face to
face outside of our formal unit workshops, meeting personnel at unit coffee bars and the like, providing
them the opportunity to complete our short surveys electronically.

During 2016 we published the following reports:
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•

2016 RAuxAF Survey.
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A41hug/2016RAuxAFsurveyrepo/resources/index.htm

•

2016 Childcare Survey.
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A40o7a/RAFFamiliesFederatio/resources/index.htm

•

Evidence gathered for the Armed Forces Pay Review Board, which comprised:
Quality of Life
Pay
Childcare
Accommodation
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A419pb/2016AFPRBsurveyrepor/resources/1.htm

•

Tri-Service Future Accommodation Model Survey.
http://content.yudu.com/Library/A415tq/RAFFFsurveyreportFut/resources/index.htm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly Accommodation reports to DIO SD Accn-Hd.
Quarterly reports to HQ Air Contract Review Meetings and the annual Owners Board.
Regular update reports to MoD AF Covenant Team.
Observations on the AF Covenant Annual Report to Parliament.
Written and oral input to PAC Inquiry on CarillionAmey.
Written evidence to HCDC Inquiries.
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AD HOC EVIDENCE REQUESTS AND PRESENTATIONS
We have assisted the following with Ad Hoc evidence:
The Centre for Social Justice - Military Families and Transition
The Centre for Social Justice was sponsored by FiMT to carry out research on the potential barriers
families face to a smooth transition to civilian life and future employment. We provided evidence and
worked hard to persuade CSJ to reduce the emphasis on Army-specific research and outcomes. The final
report was better balanced but provided little that was not already known about by the MoD and RAF.
The Welsh Assembly Government Armed Forces Expert Group
The RAF FF is a member of this Group and we attend regular meetings chaired at ministerial level. We
provided input to several Papers during 2016, notably to further development of Welsh Government
policy on support to the military.
Armed Forces Covenant Requests
We provided case studies and evidence for the government’s Annual Report. We also contributed to the
3 Families Federation’s Observations on the 2016 Report.
We provided advice, guidance and evidence to numerous Covenant Partnerships; gave advice on bids
for funding and sat on a number of Covenant RDA Boards throughout the year.
Graduations and Presentations
We attended Graduation Ceremonies at RAF Halton and RAF Honington throughout the year. We
attended all of the IOT Fresher’s Evenings at RAF Cranwell, and made direct contact with several hundred
new Officer Cadets. We presented to the Airmen’s Command School ‘Family Evening’ every 2 weeks:
In 2016, we estimate we presented to over 1000 staff and students. We continue to present at all
Community Support Courses at RAF Cranwell and have reached over 80 Community Support nominated
personnel. The Director of the RAF FF presents to the Future Commanders Study Period courses at the
Defence Academy, Shrivenham and we input to all Senior Executive Partner courses too.

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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COMMUNICATIONS
Our ability to communicate effectively with all our stakeholders – ranging from government to familes
– is fundamental to what we do and we place great importance on constantly reviewing our messaging
across all media. Our comms team is small – one full time and one part time member of staff – but they
have achieved a marked improvement in every aspect of our communications effort in 2016, especially
in building a network of media and unit contacts and with the HQ Air Media and Comms team.
Visits to the Federation’s website for 2016 showed a 15% increase in traffic. Mobile phone/tablet use
plateaued at 68%, a shift of just 1% in favour of the mobile device compared to 2015. Serving personnel
have tended to use a PC to complete our online surveys and spouses tend to come to us via a mobile
device.
We will launch a new website in 2017 that will provide easier navigation and smarter ‘bolt-on’ options
to allow greater customer engagement (such as online chat and sponsorship areas). We will also add
new pages to mirror emerging topics such as Families Transition and Future Accommodation Model.
We have developed a new App, which will enable us to communicate and interact more specifically as a
result of a filtered registration process. It will offer direct text contact with those signing up with specific
interests, such as childcare, financial news, housing etc. It is available now for android devices but it’s
still at the assessment stage with Apple, due to Apple’s change in security procedures. We will promote
it hard once both gateways are live.

Envoy magazine
We receive positive feedback on our quarterly magazine and print 23,000 copies per edition. We have
worked hard to ‘move with the times’ to keep the magazine fresh and relevant. The number directly
subscribing to receive the magazine to their home in 2016 has increased by 17% and we continue
distribute direct to all SFA wherever we can. Elsewhere, we remain dependent on units distributing
the magazine for us.

e-BULLETIN
Our weekly e-BULLETIN of news stories continues to grow in popularity. Figures at the end of December
show 572 new subscribers in 2016. We promote the e-BULLETIN through all PR routes, as well as during
station visits and presentations and now have nearly 1146 subscribers - double the number in 2015.

Social media
Our social media profile is still growing and our followers have increased by 13% during 2016. Facebook
remains our most interactive platform and we continue to receive more engagement onto our website
from this area compared to Twitter. However, we have more followers on Twitter, which saw an increase
of 28% to 8917 during 2016. Our radar is on Instagram and SnapChat as potential platforms to engage
with, in particular for younger RAF personnel.
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COMMUNICATIONS (continued)
Press and media relations
Good relationships continue between the Federation, MoD and RAF PR, HQ Air Media & Comms and
BFBS, where we have a regular radio slot. Relationships continue to build with unit M&C staff as well. We
continue to receive occasional requests from the national press and TV for comment and information
but, as a rule, we refer enquiries to RAF/MoD M&C staff.

AF COVENANT
The Objectives of the RAF FF Covenant Managers are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Support the work of unit AFC Champions.
Monitor, support and advise on the implementation of the Covenant.
Identify and raise awareness of the key issues for RAF personnel and their families.
Share good practice and Covenant related information.
Work with units, local authorities, NHS organisations, other government departments, businesses,
charities, schools and other organisations to promote awareness and understanding of RAF life
and the challenges our people face.

During a hectic and demanding period, our Covenant Managers have continued under their objective
headlines to cement their significant reputation and expertise within the AFC area. Having achieved
an impressive combined team knowledge and network of contacts, they have been able to offer expert
advice, assistance and support on numerous occasions to units, civilian local authorities (LA) and many
others. Outlined below are just some of the areas the Team has been able to provide support:

Monitor, support and advise on the implementation of the Covenant

1

•

Identifying and sharing good practice including supporting HQ Air and RAF Stations in their
Covenant engagement with outside organisations, promoting and sharing good practice regarding
the Covenant Fund and identifying Covenant issues that arise at the unit to inform and influence
local and national policy.

•

As required attended and contributed on Regional Administration Boards(RDAs).1

•

Worked collaboratively to maximise influence with external agencies. Examples have included;
membership of advisory groups for MoD/Local Government Association and FiMT.

RDAs exist to review and give recommendation at a Regional Brigade Level on submitted AFC Covenant Fund Bids

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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AF COVENANT (continued)
Identify and raise awareness of the key issues for RAF personnel and their families
•

Regular visits including station briefings to RAF units to liaise with station executives and welfare
staff and more recently, the unit Covenant Champions.

•

Identified numerous, specific issues affecting individual SP and families and used our experience
and knowledge to help resolve them favourably with LAs, Health, Education and DRM contacts
and networks. Examples range from assisting with securing recognition of special education
needs between postings, maternity pay on posting, council tax for deployed personnel occupying
private residences to car insurance ‘no claims’ whilst overseas.

•

Meetings with local authorities and attendance at local Covenant Partnership Boards to support
the implementation of the Covenant. Including raising awareness of the key issues for RAF
personnel and their families and how these may be addressed under the Covenant and within
local and national policy.

•

Built upon previous work with OGDs (notably DWP, DoH, DfE, DCLG) and relevant organisations
to help them understand RAF lifestyle and family issues and to develop policies and procedures
that help to remove disadvantage. Examples including regular feedback on issues to the DoH AF
Health Commitments Meeting, briefing the NHS England AF Covenant Clinical Reference Group
and maintaining our regular presence at regional NHS England AF network meetings.

•

The Covenant Managers have delivered presentations to a number of local authority partnership
boards throughout the year including MoD Conferences and the Warwickshire Community
Covenant Conference. Examples of successful engagement are demonstrated by their involvement
in leading workshops at Community Covenant Conferences in Lincolnshire, Surrey and Suffolk
amongst others, to raise awareness of the issues for RAF personnel and families.

Share good practice and Covenant related information
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•

Contributed to the joint FF presentation at the MoD “Our Community, Our Covenant” Conference
in November 2016 and input at MoD Covenant Fund team workshops to advise and support
second round applicants to Covenant Fund.

•

Attended the DRM Employer Engagement Conference and supported Regional Employment
Engagement Directors in their roles, particularly to raise awareness of the issues surrounding
spouse employment and how employers could pledge support.

•

On Education we are members of the new Service Children’s Progression Alliance facilitated by
the University of Winchester, funded by DCYP to research and address disparity and promote the
progression of Service children into further and higher education.
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Work with units, local authorities, NHS organisations, Other Government Departments,
businesses, charities, schools and other organisations.
•

Advised and supported Local Authorities to implement good governance under the Covenant;
promoting and sharing information.

•

Advised on governance and good practice regarding the Covenant fund; facilitating and supporting
the development of relationships between unit personnel and the local authority.

•

Regular liaison with MoD AF Covenant Staff and agencies such as DRM to share good practice,
identify key issues for RAF Personnel and families and seek to influence policy development to
address issues.

•

Attended and had a presence at the Local Government Association Conference within “military
zone” with the MoD Covenant team, Tri-Service Engagement and other Families Federations.

Achievements
As well as the day to day liaison, networking, advice and signposting activities the following noteworthy
points have also been achieved:
•

We co-authored with AFF and NFF, the Health Education England e-learning package about the
needs of Service families targeted at GPs, health and social care professionals.

•

Notable Covenant Fund success includes supporting RAF Halton to secure £19,600 towards their
First Responders Scheme and the opening of the RAF Wittering Community Learning Centre in
2016, funded by a successful Covenant Fund application supported by our Covenant Managers.

•

Assisting in the commissioned review of the implementation of the Community Covenant,
culminating in the report “Our Community, Our Covenant”.

•

We have contributed significantly to the government’s Annual Report to parliament, which sets
out the progress on the AF Covenant, which is evidenced by the extensive references to the
Families Federations and their work.

In sum, from the extensive work of the Covenant Managers in partnership with the wider work of
the RAF FF, we have continued to identify key Covenant issues and provided supporting evidence for
the Dir RAF FF to bring to MoD and Min DVRP to raise at ministerial level and to continue to use our
membership of the Covenant Reference Group to influence the Covenant agenda.

www.raf-ff.org.uk
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AF COVENANT (continued)
Challenges
In CDPs 2016 letter to the newly nominated sS AFC Champions Network he reiterated the importance
of tangible delivery of the Covenant at the tactical level and his own commitment towards its value and
need. However, CDP also rightly acknowledged the scepticism that exists amongst many personnel,
which in our experience to date unfortunately appears to include some key players within our own RAF
Network. Having an RAF Champions Network is a valuable step forward but it should be noted that
much more still needs to be done to rightly support and advise RAF Personnel and their families who
are or feel disadvantaged due to the nature of their service and commitment. This will no doubt remain
an issue for some personnel and families during 2017 and it is incumbent on all involved to ensure that
the Covenant delivers a fair deal for all at every level.

Future Engagement
Our own objectives for 2017/18 will be to focus further on supporting, informing and advising the unit
AF Covenant Champions as they develop in their roles. A new Communications Strategy for the team
will ensure that the right information is shared with the right people at the right time to maximise
effectiveness in raising awareness of the Covenant and improving implementation - both inward and
outward facing. This will enable the team to build upon their existing network, to continue to influence
policy and practice, to address the key issues for Service personnel and their families and, most
importantly, to ensure the Covenant objective of a fair deal is met.

OTHER ENGAGEMENT
MoD
We continue to engage with MoD on a range of Joint policy issues, including FAM and the Accommodation
Policy Team, SP Support staff – notably on developing the new MoD Families Strategy & Action Plan and the Covenant Team, with which we meet quarterly to discuss AF Covenant policy and initiatives.
We meet with CDP and Min DVRP at least every 6 months – the next meeting is scheduled for Mar 17.
The Federation also sits as an External Member of the Cabinet Office Covenant Reference Group, which
sets out Covenant priorities, monitors progress with delivery and reports to government. In addition,
Dir RAF FF is an employee representative member of the Armed Forces Pension Board.

Other Government Departments
Primarily as a result of ministerial direction on the Covenant, we have have noticed a marked willingness
among Other Government Departments (OGD) to engage with us at ministerial level on supporting the
AF Covenant in particular. This welcome development meant that we met with DWP, DfE, NHS England,
DfH and others during 2016 to inform and advise ministers and staff on what they can do to help and to
assist in policy development.
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Armed Forces Pay Review Body (AFPRB)
We meet AFPRB each year in October to talk about the issues we have heard about from SP and
families during the year in order to help inform Members. We also provide AFPRB with a written
report beforehand, which is always well-received. We are assured that our evidence is important and
is considered but it is all but impossible to judge what impact it has on AFPRB deliberations beyond
supporting the evidence they have received from unit visits and elsewhere. We try and ensure that
our input is pragmatic, reflects “the good” as well as “the bad” and that it is supported with evidence
wherever possible. And we try and talk about much more than just the accommodation issues they
have heard so much about already.

RAFA and RAF BF
We continue to work with both RAF BF and RAFA to promote events and projects. We have a standing
article in Airmail magazine and provide links to both charities via our website. We advertise and run
specific articles in Envoy, and promote both charities during briefings – stressing CAS’s message that we
are all part of the “Family”. The respective comms/marketing teams share information regularly and
work collaboratively as necessary. The RAF FF Comms Mgr is a member of the RAF Family Committee
and the RAF 100 Working Group.
Dir RAF FF briefed the RAF BF Director of Welfare and Operations on RAF FF activity and issues during
2016 and is a standing member of both the RAFA Senior Management Team and the RAFA Welfare
Committee. In addition, we attend the HQ Air-chaired Charitable Stakeholders Meetings.

Image: Members of The Royal Air Force Tug of War Team during a training session at Lincoln TA Centre.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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RAF FF STRATEGY FOR 2017
We worked hard in 2016 to raise our profile with all RAF personnel and their families and we are
confident that more of them have heard of us than ever before. Having reviewed and assessed activity
in 2016 and considered what seems to work well and what does not work so well, our intent for 2017
is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure we deliver against the contracted requirements as a minimum.
Continue to focus on raising our profile – especially with the Reserve community and single
personnel.
Increase survey response rates still further.
Continue to capture evidence using a mix of surveys & informal discussion.
Work with HQ Air and MoD on People Strategy initiatives. Eg. FAM, Families Strategy, NJO.
Work on the AF Covenant, supporting CRG, MoD and HQ Air initiatives and providing feedback.
Continue to monitor and, where appropriate, challenge NHP contract performance.

Unit Visits
We are receiving visit requests all the time and our intent in 2017 is once again to visit a cross section of
units, ranging from MOB to smaller, often remote units. We have also been invited to visit the Falkland
Islands and the USA. We cannot visit every unit and we will analyse previous experiences and evidence
in deciding where to go for maximum benefit. Our unit visits will comprise fewer formal workshops
and include more informal face to face engagement. As part of that approach, we will attend as many
Families Days as possible – we get invited to them all.

Surveys
There are some survey topics that are effectively a given each year - Pay, Quality of Life and Housing
as a minimum - and we will conduct surveys on each of these again in 2017. We are in discussion with
HQ Air Reserve Staff about the need for another Reserves Survey and we plan to conduct a series of
surveys on single personnel issues, FAM as it develops, mobility and other issues as appropriate that our
“customers” tell us about. We continue to engage HQ Air Occ Psych staff as necessary on survey content
but we remain firmly wedded to the principle that our surveys are informal, open to all anonymously
and, as such, provide a “barometer” of opinion.
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RAF FF STRATEGY FOR 2017 (continued)
Stakeholder Management
We have further developed our already good working relationships with CASWO, AMPBT and unit
SWO, SCSO and CDO staff and the new AF Covenant Champions. In 2017 we plan to build on these
relationships to mutual good effect.
As already indicated, we have built strong relationships with MoD Staff, with OGD at senior levels and
with many local authorities and organisations such as NHS England – all of which are proving invaluable
in helping us to deliver on behalf of RAF personnel and their families, and which help us influence policy
development. Our intent remains unchanged and we will work hard to build on these relationships still
further. Relations with our colleagues at AFF and NFF remain good and generally we are able to work
together where it is appropriate to do so. That said, our customers are very different – in terms of
culture, need and expectation – and we constantly bump into often significant variances between each
Service community.

Image: RAF Odiham HC3 Chinooks on the pan at RAF Leeming hot-point refueling.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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PERFORMANCE
Google searches to website and total website visits
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Image: A XI Squadron FGR4 Typhoon during Exercise GRIFFIN STRIKE 2106.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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GOVERNANCE
Nearly all our governance is provided by RAFA. Dir RAF FF sits on the RAFA Senior Management Team
and the Federation complies with RAFA policies on HR, IT etc. At the same time, the Federation has to
comply with the RAF contractual governance atrrangements as well: This can lead to some duplication
of effort.

Data Protection
We take Data Protection very seriously. We do not share personal details of any kind without the
express permission of the “owner”. Our Evidence Database holds information stored via a 256 Bit
password encryption system with dedicated firewall protection. We are accredited with the Information
Commissioner’s Office under registration reference: ZA159440 and, in addition, we are currently
working to achieve accreditation under the MoD Contractor scheme. We are also currently developing
a two-factor authentication process. We have a data protection policy and all staff sign as having read it
annually. Our IT systems have been upgraded by RAFA and are cloud-based, reducing the risks posed
to some elements of our work by our (old) server system.

Health & Safety
We have a Health & Safety policy and our checks, audits and H&S works are provided by RAF Wittering.
Our last H&S inspection (Nov 16) raised no significant issues.

Diversity & Inclusivity
Our Evidence Manager is D&I accredited and provides training to the rest of the RAF FF staff.
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AF Covenant Champions AF Forums a various locations :
Aldershot			
Bournemouth			
Bristol				
Broxbourne
		
Camberly			
Cambridge			
Catterick			
Coventry			
Deepcut Barracks		
Durham			
Gateshead			
Gosport, Rushmoor
& Winchester			
Grantham			
Harrow				
RAF Henlow			
Hertfordshire C C		
RAF High Wycombe		
Hitchin				
Huddersfield			
Hull & East Riding 		
Leeds				
Leeds				
Llandudno			
London				
London				
London				
London				
London				
Norfolk				
North Wales			
Nottingham			
Peterborough			
Peterborough			
Shropshire			
RAF Spadeadam		
Suffolk				
Teesvalley			
Tees Valley			
York				
York				
York				
Yorkshire			
West Lindsey			

11th Bgd SE Symposium
LGA 3 day conference
AF Community Cov Meeting
Borough Council
AF Forum
7th Infantry Brigade EofE Conf
N York AF Network
Warwick AF Cov Conf
Surrey CC Cov Conf
AF Forum
AF Forum
Hampshire Cov Awareness Workshop
Royal British Legion Meeting
Cov Meeting
AF Forum
Corp Covenant Task Force & Lead & Funding meeting
AF Forum
AF Forum
Kirklees AF Forum
AF Forum
AF Forum
AF Partnership
N Wales AF Forum
AF Forum
Shared Intel Workshop
MOD AF Conference
Employment Engagement
AFC Microsite Testing
Cov Board meeting
AF Forum
7th Bgd Cov Symposium
AFC Planning meeting
New Cov Lead and Champions
AF Covenant
AF Forum
AF Cov Mini Conf (jenny Ward)
AF Forum
Armed Forces Forum
York AF Forum
AF Cov Meet
YSJ AF Com Awareness CPD
VAPC York & Humber Conference
AFC Champions meeting
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AF Covenant Champions AF Forums a various locations (continued)
Health Specific:
Aldershot			
Bristol				
Crawley				
Durham			
London				
London				
London				
South West			
Yorkshire & Humberside		

Domestic Abuse Military Sub Group
NHS Online Records Meeting
NHS AF Network Meeting
NE NHS AF Network
AF Health Committee Meeting Whitehall
Families in Stress
FiMT Sense Workshop
NHS AF Networking Meeting
NHS Forum

Education Specific:
Bristol				
Fulwood Barracks		
Harrogate			
Winchester			
Winchester			
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SCISS Conference
NW Community Conference
SCISS Conference
University
Military Children Project
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Image: RAF Ground crew member waits to fit chocks to taxing A400M (ATLAS).
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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The RAF Families Federation
13-15 St Georges Road
Wittering
Peterborough
PE8 6DL
Telephone: 01780 781650
Website: www.raf-ff.org.uk

Proud to hold the RAF contract for the Families Federation

